LICENSE TO KILL:
LEVERAGING LICENSE
MANAGEMENT TO
ATTACK ICS NETWORKS
Sharon Brizinov & Tal Keren

Critical vulnerabilities in Wibu-Systems’ CodeMeter license management
solution, used by dominant vendors in the ICS domain, can lead to remote
code execution and denial-of-service attacks.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Claroty researchers have found six vulnerabilities in Wibu-Systems AG’s CodeMeter product, a solution widely used
in the ICS domain as a license-management and antipiracy tool. The vulnerabilities collectively earned the highest
criticality CVSS score of 10.0, and can be exploited in denial-of-service attacks, or to achieve remote code execution.
Wibu-Systems’ CodeMeter is used in critical industrial applications in markets such as pharmaceuticals, automotive,
manufacturing, and more. CodeMeter is a third-party component in software deployed by many of the leading
ICS vendors.
Any ICS device or software application protected by a vulnerable version of CodeMeter would be at risk of device or
process shutdown, malware infections including ransomware, or exploits being delivered for additional vulnerabilities.
Significant weaknesses were identified in CodeMeter’s encryption schemes; encryption is a core feature of the flagship
Wibu-Systems product and is used to defend against tampering, reverse-engineering, piracy, and more.
Researchers also found vulnerabilities in the CodeMeter licensing scheme that could be used to bypass the digital
signatures protecting the product and allow an attacker to modify existing licenses, or forge valid licenses. These
forged licenses may be injected remotely via JavaScript hosted on an attacker-controlled website. Victims may be
lured to these sites via phishing or other social engineering attacks.
Claroty researchers also uncovered issues in the encryption protecting the proprietary CodeMeter Protocol that
would allow an attacker to remotely communicate with any device running CodeMeter and execute code without
authentication.
Claroty researchers developed custom tools during their analysis of CodeMeter, including fuzzers that were used to
find additional vulnerabilities in core components of CodeMeter.
Wibu-Systems has patched all of the vulnerabilities in version 7.10 of CodeMeter, and all vendors are urged to
update immediately.
Claroty researchers have also developed an online utility that will allow users to determine whether their CodeMeter
installations are vulnerable.
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INTRODUCTION
State-of-the art license management solutions protect software vendors and solutions from fraud, illegal distribution, and
manipulation of proprietary code. Among industrial control system (ICS) vendors, Wibu-Systems AG’s CodeMeter product
is fairly ubiquitous. CodeMeter is integrated into products from vendors who have a significant customer presence in
industries such as pharmaceuticals, manufacturing, automotive developers, and many others. It provides a full-scale license
management solution and antipiracy protection, in addition to other encryption services that—big picture—act as a security
blanket guarding the intellectual property of companies worldwide.
Claroty’s research team has examined this powerful utility because of its large market presence among ICS vendors,
and found six vulnerabilities that collectively were assessed the highest criticality (10.0) by the Cybersecurity and
Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA). These vulnerabilities may be attacked remotely and without authentication, and
provide attackers with the equivalent of administrator access to critical systems. Successful exploits could enable either
remote code execution or cause a denial-of-service condition affecting the availability of an industrial device or service.
The vulnerabilities range from memory corruption vulnerabilities such as buffer overflows, to cryptographic flaws where the
improper encryption strength was used, or cryptographic signatures were improperly validated.
Wibu-Systems has made fixes available for all of the vulnerabilities privately disclosed by Claroty researchers in version 7.10
of CodeMeter. All versions of CodeMeter prior to 7.10 are affected by these vulnerabilities in some way. The larger issue, as
is common in the ICS domain, is the unlikelihood of widespread implementation of the respective patches. CodeMeter is a
widely deployed third-party tool that is integrated into numerous products; organizations may not be aware their product
has CodeMeter embedded, for example, or may not have a readily available update mechanism.
Given that CodeMeter is integrated into many leading ICS products, users may be unaware this vulnerable third-party
component is running in their environment. Claroty has built an online utility that will help users determine whether they are
running a vulnerable version of CodeMeter.
What follows is an in-depth description of the approaches researchers took in, first, understanding the CodeMeter licensing
scheme in order to eventually parse CodeMeter licenses, modify existing licenses, and even forge valid licenses. Then we’ll
describe how researchers built a novel fuzzer to find vulnerabilities in the CodeMeter license-parsing mechanism that
allowed researchers to generate corrupted licenses that could cause machines to crash by injecting malicious JavaScript
from an attacker-controlled website.
We’ll also describe a second attack vector that can, in cases, enable remote code execution on a device running CodeMeter.
Researchers were able to crack the encryption protecting CodeMeter’s proprietary protocol in order to build their own
CodeMeter API and client, and essentially have the ability to communicate with and send commands to any machine
running CodeMeter. This allowed Claroty researchers to find additional memory corruption vulnerabilities and gain remote
code execution without authentication.
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We’ll also describe a second attack vector that can, in cases, enable remote code execution on
a device running CodeMeter. Researchers were able to crack the encryption protecting
CodeMeter’s proprietary protocol in order to build their own CodeMeter API and client, and
essentially have the ability to communicate with and send commands to any machine running
CodeMeter. This allowed Claroty researchers to find additional memory corruption
vulnerabilities and gain remote code execution without authentication.

TECHNICAL DETAILS - ATTACK VECTOR
NO.
1: ATTACKING
VIA
WEBPAGE
Technical
Details - Attack Vector No.
1: Attacking
via Webpage
What is CodeMeter
What Wibu-Systems
is CodeMeterAG’s CodeMeter technology is a license management solution with two

prominent goals: provide intellectual property protection and license management capabilities to

Wibu-Systems
AG’s CodeMeter
technology
is a license
management
solution
withanti-tampering
two prominent goals:
provide intellectual
the applications
it protects.
Its approach
to security
includes
many
mechanisms,
property
protection
and license management
the applications
it protects. Its approachencryption
to security includes
including
anti-debugging
features, capabilities
byte-code to
obfuscation,
anti-reverse-engineering,
many anti-tampering
mechanisms,
including
anti-debugging
features,
byte-code
obfuscation,
anti-reverse-engineering,
services, secured vault, and more. On top of that, CodeMeter has a license management
encryption
services,
secure vault,
and more.
On topto
of define
that, CodeMeter
has a license
system
system
that aenables
application
vendors
types of licenses
thatmanagement
will be applied
to that enables
application vendors to define types of licenses that will be applied to products; those license types include: trial/demo,
products; those license types include: trial/demo, floating network sentinel, pay-per-use, and
floating network sentinel, pay-per-use, and more. In essence, CodeMeter behaves like a packer with some licensing
more. In essence, CodeMeter behaves like a packer with some licensing capabilities that
capabilities that provides anti-piracy services to applications which integrate CodeMeter in their code base.

provides anti-piracy services to applications which integrate CodeMeter in their code base.
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Image from Wibu’s Website

Image from Wibu’s website

It is possible to install and run multiple software applications that use CodeMeter as their license management solution.
It is
possible interface,
to install below,
and run
multiple
software
that and
userelevant
CodeMeter
as their
The CodeMeter
WebAdmin
is used
to manage
the applications
available licenses
attributes.
For license
example,
management
solution.
The
CodeMeter
WebAdmin
interface,
below,
is
used
to
manage
the
certain applications can only perform certain actions under one license, but other actions with another. These features are
licenses
For example,
certain
only perform
defined withinavailable
the license
files andand
can relevant
be viewedattributes.
using the web
interface; that’s
whyapplications
we started tocan
investigate
what it
certain perspective.
actions under one license, but other actions with another. These features are defined
offers from a security

within the license files and can be viewed using the web interface; that’s why we started to
investigate what it offers from a security perspective.

CodeMeter WebAdmin

allows licensing maintenance including configuration and viewing information of
CodeMeterWebAdmin
WebAdmin

licenses locally on every machine with a CodeMeter instance installed. The web interface is
listening
on TCP
port 22350
and was
bound toand
allviewing
interfaces
0.0.0.0 of
before
thelocally
vulnerabilities
WebAdmin allows
licensing
maintenance
including
configuration
information
licenses
on every
discovered
by
Claroty
were
patched
by
Wibu.
Along
with
the
web
interface,
comes
a
machine with a CodeMeter instance installed. The web interface is listening on TCP port 22350 and was bound to all
WebSocket
interface
that handles
websocket
exposes
a simple
the
interfaces 0.0.0.0
before the
vulnerabilities
discovered
by Clarotyconnections
were patchedand
by Wibu.
Along
with theAPI
webwith
interface,
following
actions:
comes a WebSocket interface that handles websocket connections and exposes a simple API with the following actions:
- ListCmActLicenses
- ListCmDongles
ListCmActLicenses
- GetCmVersion
ListCmDongles
- GetRemoteContext
GetCmVersion- RegisterLIF
- SetRemoteUpdate
GetRemoteContext
RegisterLIF
SetRemoteUpdate
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WebSocket
API API
WebSocket
WebSocket
API
Since WebSocket is not bound to cross-origin resource sharing (CORS) and there was no

Since WebSocket
is to
notcross-origin
bound to resource
cross-origin
resource
and there check
was no
Since WebSocket
is not bound
sharing
(CORS) sharing
and there(CORS)
was no proprietary
against a
proprietary
check
against
a
different
origin,
we
found
it
was
vulnerable
to
remote
control
attack
proprietary
check
against
a
different
origin,
we
found
it
was
vulnerable
to
remote
control
attack
different origin, we found it was vulnerable to remote control attack (CVE-2020-14519). In order to exploit this
vulnerability,
(CVE-2020-14519).
In
order
to
exploit
this
vulnerability,
we
prepared
a
malicious
website
with
a
(CVE-2020-14519).
In
order
to
exploit
this
vulnerability,
we
prepared
a
malicious
website
with
a
we prepared a malicious website with a JavaScript payload that tries to access the WebSocket server locally (127.0.0.1)
JavaScript
payload
that
tries
to
access
the
WebSocket
server
locally
(127.0.0.1)
and
use
one
of
payload
that tries
to accesswhen
the WebSocket
server locally
(127.0.0.1)
and use one of
and use JavaScript
one of the local
CodeMeter
API functions
our code is executed
on the client-side
browser.
the
the local
local CodeMeter
CodeMeter API
API functions
functions when
when our
our code
code is
is executed
executed on
on the
the client-side
client-side browser.
browser.

Diagram
Diagram shows
shows how
how our
our external
external website
website can
can successfully
successfully communicate
communicate with
with the
the internal
internal CodeMeter
CodeMeter API
API via
via

Diagram shows how our external website can successfully
communicate with the internal CodeMeter API
WebSocket
WebSocket
via WebSocket

Image shows how the traffic is seen from the CodeMeter’s perspective. The server does not check that the

Imageshows
showshow
howthe
thetraffic
trafficisisseen
seenfrom
fromthe
theCodeMeter’s
CodeMeter’s perspective.
perspective. The
The server
serverdoes
doesnot
not check
check that
that the
Image
the
origin
origin HTTP
HTTP header
header originates
originates from
from localhost
localhost
origin HTTP header originates from localhost
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After implementing our proof-of-concept, we examined the available API over the WebSocket interface. One particular
After action
implementing
our
proof-of-concept,
weWe
examined
thecould
available
API
over the WebSocket
API function
caught our
eyes:
SetRemoteUpdate.
figured we
use this
functionality
to inject a license to
interface.
One
particular
API
function
action
caught
our
eyes:
SetRemoteUpdate.
We
figured
we
CodeMeter’s license repository, similar to its normal “import license” functionality. And indeed, we prepared
a legitimate
use on
thisour
functionality
to inject
a license
CodeMeter’s
license
repository,
similar
toappeared
its
license could
file loaded
malicious website
PoC,
and oncetoour
“victim” entered
the website,
a new
license
in
normal
“import
license”
functionality.
And
indeed,
we
prepared
a
legitimate
license
file
loaded
on
CodeMeter’s license manager interface.

our malicious website PoC, and once our “victim” entered the website, a new license appeared
in CodeMeter’s
manager
Now that
we found a waylicense
to inject
a license interface.
file remotely, we dug around to understand what a license file is and how we
can build a forged license ourselves.

Now that we found a way to inject a license file remotely, we dug around to understand what a
license file is and how we can build a forged license ourselves.

CodeMeter import license

CodeMeter import license

CodeMeter
License
CodeMeter
License

CodeMeter license files are description files that contain information regarding the features an

CodeMeter
license files
are description
files using
that contain
information
the features
applicationisisaallowed
application
is allowed
to perform
a certain
license.regarding
Furthermore,
since an
CodeMeter
to perform
usingmanagement
a certain license.
Furthermore,
since CodeMeter
is a license
management
solution,
file also
license
solution,
the license
file also contains
multiple
encryption
keysthe
solicense
that the
contains
multiple application
encryption keys
so open
that the
software
won’t in
open
without
the proper
license
in place. In other
software
won’t
without
theapplication
proper license
place.
In other
words,
the binaries
words, of
thethe
binaries
of the
software
are encrypted
an AES-CBC-CTS
which
is only
foundwithin
withinthe
the relevant
software
are
encrypted
using anusing
AES-CBC-CTS
key, key,
which
is only
found
license relevant
file. Oncelicense
the userfile.
activates
the
software,
a
small
piece
of
code
communicates
with
CodeMeter
over
an internal API
Once the user activates the software, a small piece of code communicates
over TCP
andCodeMeter
receives dynamically,
in real-time,
decryption
to decrypt
the binary so
can successfully
with
over an internal
APIthe
over
TCP andkey
receives
dynamically,
in itreal-time,
the be loaded
to memory.
decryption key to decrypt the binary so it can successfully be loaded to memory.
This integration
is performed
before a vendor
software application.
The
vendor usesThe
a special
tool developed
This integration
is performed
beforedistributes
a vendorits
distributes
its software
application.
vendor
by Wibu to define the license type, features of the application with each license, and the symmetric decryption keys.
uses a special tool developed by Wibu to define the license type, features of the application with
Afterwards, some or all of the binaries are encrypted using this key; a small bridge-head software is defined to be the
each license, and the symmetric decryption keys. Afterwards, some or all of the binaries are
entry-point of these binaries. Therefore, the license files must be shipped with the software bundle, or else the binaries
encrypted using this key; a small bridge-head software is defined to be the entry-point of these
won’t open.

binaries. Therefore, the license files must be shipped with the software bundle, or else the
binaries won’t open.
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Each license
is identified
byattributes
multiple attributes
including
the vendor
code),
the
Each license
is identified
by multiple
including the
vendor identifier
(firmidentifier
code), the(firm
products
it is
related to and
its features,
and it
more.
In addition,
theitslicense
files are
with
multiple
layers
encryption,
products
is related
to and
features,
andheavily
more.encrypted
In addition,
the
license
filesofare
heavily and are digitally
signedencrypted
using elliptic
curve
cryptography
with
a key size of
224
bits.
with
multiple
layers of
encryption,
and
are
digitally signed using elliptic curve
cryptography with a key size of 224 bits.

The license starts as a Wibu Control File text file which can be even harvested with some Google dorking tricks:
intext:”[WIBU-SYSTEMS
Control
File]”. This
file is actually
first stage
in the can
license-parsing
process and
contains simple
The license starts
as a Wibu
Control
Filethe
textual
file which
be even harvested
with
metadata
information
regardingtricks:
the actual
license which is found in the Control
Data section.
some
Google dorking
intext:"[WIBU-SYSTEMS
File]". This file is

actually the first stage in the license-parsing process and contains simple metadata information
regarding the actual license which is found in the Data section.

CodeMeter License (Stage 1)

CodeMeter License (Stage 1)

The Data section holds the second stage of the license and it’s a base64 encoding of a rolling
XOR’d binary data which after a simple decryption with a hard-coded key, becomes a
The Data section holds the second stage of the license and it’s a base64 encoding of a rolling XOR’d binary data which after
WibuBiff binary file. The WibuBiff file has a well-defined structure of header, topics (sections),
a simple decryption with a hard-coded key, becomes a WibuBiff binary file. The WibuBiff file has a well-defined structure of
and finally an encrypted payload (third stage).
header, topics (sections), and finally an encrypted payload (third stage).
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CodeMeter License (Stage 2)

CodeMeter License (Stage 2)

Each topic is defined as a TLV data (type, length, value) and represents a meaningful piece of
information. Some topics hold metadata description information about the license file (e.g. the
vendor ID, serial number of the license, etc), other topics are related to the digital signature
Each topic is defined as a TLV data (type, length, value) and represents a meaningful piece of information. Some topics
verification, and the rest are part of the derivation process to generate the decryption key of the
hold metadata description information about the license file (e.g. the vendor ID, serial number of the license, etc), other
final payload.
topics are related to the digital signature verification, and the rest are part of the derivation process to generate the
decryption key of the final payload.

To better understand the WibuBiff structure, we tasked ourselves with building a full license
parser. At the time, we didn’t know how to decrypt and payload, so we only parsed the sections.
To better understand the WibuBiff structure, we tasked ourselves with building a full license parser. At the time,
Each section is called Topic and responsible for a different type of data.

we didn’t know how to decrypt and payload, so we only parsed the sections. Each section is called Topic and responsible
for a different type of data.
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CodeMeter License Parser

CodeMeter License Parser

We hard
worked
hard tothe
decrypt
license
payload
which
contains the
keysoftware
for opening
We worked
to decrypt
licensethe
payload
which
contains
the decryption
key decryption
for opening the
and other
the
software
and
other
elements
which
directs
the
software
how
to
behave.
The
key-derivation
elements which directs the software how to behave. The key-derivation process is very long and we won’t discuss it in
processinisessence,
very long
andare
wetwo
won’t
discuss
it in detail.
However,
essence,
there are
detail. However,
there
important
processes
happening
wheninparsing
the license
file: two
important processes happening when parsing the license file:
1. License
payload
decryption
(third stage)
1. License payload
decryption
(third
stage)
2. ECDSA
Digital
2. ECDSA Digital
signature
checksignature check

Deriving the Decryption Key
Deriving
Decryption
Thethe
decryption
key isKey
derived from cryptographical manipulation with data that is found in
multiple topics including the serial code of the license, firm code, key-seed randomizer, hard-

The decryption
key is derived
from cryptographical
withare
datadigested
that is found
multipleelliptic
topics curve
including the
coded values
and many
more. All thesemanipulation
pieces of data
into in
a single
serial code
of
the
license,
firm
code,
key-seed
randomizer,
hard-coded
values
and
many
more.
All
these
pieces
point and a scalar on a NIST 224 curve. The point and the scalar are being multiplied and of data are
digested into a single elliptic curve point and a scalar on a NIST 224 curve. The point and the scalar are being multiplied and
undergo another mathematical procedure during which the result eventually is hashed and we achieve our derived key.
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undergo another mathematical procedure which the result eventually is hashed and we achieve
our derived key.

Elliptic curve scalar multiplication
mathematics (from here)

Elliptic curve scalar multiplication mathematics (from here)

We also detected an implementation issue with the hash function used in the process. When we
implemented
the entireissue
decryption
we did
notinget
sameWhen
results
we did not the
We alsofirst
detected
an implementation
with theprocess
hash function
used
thethe
process.
we and
first implemented
know
why.
We
started
to
investigate
and
compared
each
step
of
the
derivation
process
and and
entire decryption process we did not get the same results and we did not know why. We started to investigate
(not-so)
quickly
detected
the
difference
occursquickly
after hashing
compared
each step
of the
derivation
process
and (not-so)
detectedthe
thescalar-multiplication-result.
difference occurs after hashingWe
the
are
not
sure
if
this
was
an
error,
however,
it
turns
out
that
the
CodeMeter
developers
scalar-multiplication-result. We are not sure if this was an error, however, it turns out that the
CodeMeter developers
implemented
SHA-1
in a unique way.
implemented
the SHA-1the
function
in function
a unique way.
when
using
hashing
functions
APIs, after
the and
finalization
and digesting
Usually Usually
when using
hashing
function
APIs,
after performing
the performing
finalization step
digestingstep
the hash,
the hash object
hash,
the hash
instance
allowed
to be used anymore
due
to internal
instancethe
is not
allowed
to be object
used anymore
dueistonot
internal
implementations
of the carry
(which
was changed during the
procedure).
However, in thisofcase,
in some
circumstances,
the hashing
was used again
after activating
its final
implementations
the carry
(which
was changed
duringinstance
the procedure).
However,
in this case,
method.inSosome
instead
of creating a new
object
instancewas
andused
hash again
with it,after
they activating
used (probably
by mistake)
the
circumstances,
theSHA-1
hashing
instance
its final
method.
already-out-of-commision
hashinga object
again and
caused
the result
be wrong!
In they
otherused
words,
the resultby
is not a real
So instead of creating
new SHA-1
object
instance
andtohash
with it,
(probably
SHA-1 hash
digest.
mistake) the already-out-of-commision hashing object again and caused the result to be wrong!
In other words, the result is not a real SHA-1 hash digest.

At this point we tried to hack our way by breaking apart many crypto libraries and trying to mis-use them, but each
resultedAt
with
different
to delicate
the internal
of howand
thetrying
libraryto
handles
thisa point
weanswer
tried todue
hack
our waymodifications
by breakinginapart
many processing
crypto libraries
mis- the
carry after
Even
different
versions
the same answer
crypto-libs
behaved
differently
when we tried
abuse them and
usedigestion.
them, but
each
resulted
with of
a different
due
to delicate
modifications
in thetointernal
use the SHA-1 instance after finalization. After testing five different crypto-libs we gave up and started to reverse-engineer
processing of how the library handles the carry after digestion. Even different versions of the
the specific implementation of the crypto-lib used by CodeMeter and it turned out to be fruitful because we finally could
same crypto-libs behaved differently when we tried to abuse them and use the SHA-1 instance
receive the same “not-exactly SHA-1” results.

after finalization. After testing five different crypto-libs we gave up and started to reverse-
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engineer the specific implementation of the crypto-lib used by CodeMeter and it turned out to be
fruitful because we finally could receive the same “not-exactly SHA-1” results.

SHA-1 bug

SHA-1 bug
Init→→ Update
Update→
→Final
Final → Update → Final
Init → Update → Final

Now with the derived key in our hand we moved on to decrypt the entire payload. The

Now with the derived key in our hand we moved on to decrypt the entire payload. The decryption process implemented is
decryption process implemented is AES-CBC with CTS. Ciphertext stealing (CTS) is a nice and
AES-CBC with CTS. Ciphertext stealing (CTS) is a nice and not so common addition to the very well known AES-CBC. CTS
not so common addition to the very well known AES-CBC. CTS is a general method of using a
is a general method of using a block cipher mode of operation that allows for processing of messages that are not evenly
block cipher mode of operation that allows for processing of messages that are not evenly
divisible into blocks without resulting in any expansion of the ciphertext, at the cost of slightly increased complexity. In
divisible into blocks without resulting in any expansion of the ciphertext, at the cost of slightly
other words, a XORing and substitution game is played so that no external padding will be required in order to fill the
increased complexity. In other words, a XORing and substitution game is played so that no
necessary 16-bytes block needed by AES.

external padding will be required in order to fill the necessary 16-bytes block needed by AES.
We have created a simple animation which describes the whole process.

AES-CBC-CTS
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AES-CBC-CTS

going
the long way—parsing
the topics,
deriving
the key,
the SHA-1
bug, the final
Now, after Now,
going after
the long
way—parsing
the topics, deriving
the key,
overcoming
theovercoming
SHA-1 bug, and
implementing
implementing
final
decryption
finally
able
to decrypt
third stage
decryptionand
method—we
finallythe
were
able
to decryptmethod—we
the third stage
and were
get our
actual
license the
payload.
and get our actual license payload.

License payload fully decrypted. This is a censored example of an ICS vendor’s license payload.
yellow is marked part of the decryption key used to decrypt Rockwell’s Studio 5000 binaries

Bypassing the Digital Signature
Understanding the key-derivation process is one part of the equation, but we wanted to create our own licenses and so we
needed to overcome the second challenge—the ECDSA elliptic curve digital signature.
ECDSA is a mathematical process in which a signature (point S) is verified to be valid. The signature was created by signing
on message m using a private-key (scalar dA) and it is being verified by using the correlated public-key (point QA). The key
point is: elliptic curve point multiplication by a scalar is a trapdoor function. It’s very easy (using computational power) to
calculate the result of scalar k and point Q (kQ is also a point on the curve), but given the multiplication result and point Q,
it’s nearly impossible to go backwards and get k.
Therefore, in order to verify the signature, we had to find within the topics (license sections) the following items:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The elliptic curve being used (NIST p-244) and base point G on this curve.
The public key which is a point QA on the curve.
The signature S which is a point on the curve (r, s)
The hashed message m which we call z

The signature verification algorithm must follow this equation
P = s-1*z*G + s-1*r*QA
And verify that P.x equals r. Only then signature is determined as valid.
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We followed the same procedure and verified the signature ourselves, and indeed the signature was valid for the files we
checked. But then we were thinking:
1. We know how to decrypt all the data.
2. We know how the license file is structured to its core.
3. We know what verification process is taking place.
What if we can generate our own public/private key pair and sign the license ourselves? We dismissed this idea for a
while because we thought that a chain-of-trust verification process is taking place and so the public key is verified to be
of a trusted source. But eventually we gave it a try. We parsed and decrypted all the components of the license, then we
generated a key-pair, modified the payload (changed the license name), signed the new payload, replaced the old keys with
ours, and encrypted everything back to construct a fully working license. We tested and voila! Our signature passed all the
checks and was considered valid (CVE-2020-14515).
When we disclosed this issue to CodeMeter developers, we were told that a chain-of-trust check exists in the code, but for
some reason it was commented out. The result, of course, is that anyone can replace the key pairs and self sign the license
file—and thus, forge a license.

Fully reconstructing the license and forging our own

Fully reconstructing the license and forging our own

Fuzzing the License
Now we were able to parse CodeMeter licenses, modify existing licenses, and even generate
our own valid forged licenses. The next obvious step was to find bugs. We quickly built a fuzzer
to test the license-parsing mechanism. In essence, using our license generator we prepared
millions of valid licenses based on a single source. Each generated license is a bit different from
the others. Some have some bits flipped, some have some random data injected to their
payload, and some have other forms of changes to their payload. The whole license
permutation generation is as follows:
1. Start with a legitimate license
2. Decrypt and break to components
claroty.com
3. Claroty
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Fuzzing the License
Now we were able to parse CodeMeter licenses, modify existing licenses, and even generate our own valid forged licenses.
The next obvious step was to find bugs. We quickly built a fuzzer to test the license-parsing mechanism. In essence, using
our license generator we prepared millions of valid licenses based on a single source. Each generated license is a bit
different from the others. Some have some bits flipped, some have some random data injected to their payload, and some
have other forms of changes to their payload. The whole license permutation generation is as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Start with a legitimate license
Decrypt and break to components
Modify (Bitflip, corrupt data, byte injection, etc)
Re-Build (Revision, CRC, Keys, Signature)
Save, and repeat

Once we had enough samples, we tried to import them all to CodeMeter and waited for a hang or crash. To achieve that
we monitored the following conditions:
1. Process is up
2. CPU <= 50% (for more than 3 sec)
3. Listens on TCP 22350

Our license fuzzer “automation”

Our license fuzzer “automation”

We didn’t need to wait that long, because soon enough our first hang occurred. The fuzzer
generated a corrupted license such that when parsed, an infinite loop runs and renders the
machine unusable. Here is what’s happening behind the scenes when parsing the topics, if a
topic declares a length of 0 the endless loop will occur.
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Our license fuzzer “automation”
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topic declares a length of 0 the endless loop will occur.

CVE-2020-14513

CVE-2020-14513

We had let our fuzzer run and find some more bugs. We also found a persistent DoS license file
which, once imported, cannot let CodeMeter run on the machine anymore because it gets stuck
every time it loads the malicious license.

We had let our fuzzer run and find some more bugs. We also found a persistent DoS license file which, once imported,
cannot let CodeMeter run on the machine anymore because it gets stuck every time it loads the malicious license.

Chaining All Together
Let’s recap:
1. We found a way to inject a license remotely through a malicious webpage.
2. We are capable of generating our own valid licenses.
3. We found multiple bugs in the license parser mechanism.
The next obvious move was to chain it all together and prepare a fully working PoC. We prepared a rogue license using our
new license builder, next we prepared a malicious website that sends clients a JavaScript payload that communicates with
the local websocket. We tested this attack vector with our DoS bug we found and indeed the machine was not responsive
after trying to process the license.
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that sends clients a JavaScript payload that communicates with the local websocket. We tested
this attack vector with our DoS bug we found and indeed the machine was not responsive after
trying to process the license.

Demonstrating
a potential
attack
vector
of injecting
malicious
licenses
remotely
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attack
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of injecting
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licenses
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This attack vector is a very realistic real-world scenario of attackers luring an engineer to a
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Technical Details - Attack Vector No. 2: Remote Communications
CodeMeter Protocol
A second approach to attack CodeMeter is via direct communication with the main CodeMeter
server. CodeMeter’s server is also bound to TCP port 22350 , and is responsible for the internal
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TECHNICAL DETAILS - ATTACK VECTOR
NO. 2: REMOTE COMMUNICATIONS
CodeMeter Protocol
A second approach to attack CodeMeter is via direct communication with the main CodeMeter server. CodeMeter’s server
is also bound to TCP port 22350 , and is responsible for the internal API. The internal API is used mainly locally to provide
services to applications that use CodeMeter as their protector. For example, when an application starts, a small piece of
code communicates to the CodeMeter server to request the relevant decryption key to reveal the real application’s binary
before starting to execute it in memory. The entire communication is performed via TCP port 22350 with CodeMeter’s
proprietary protocol.

API. The internal API is used mainly locally to provide services to applications that use

The protocol isCodeMeter
consist of 16-byte
header
and then
encryptedwhen
payload
follows: starts, a small piece of code
as their
protector.
Foranexample,
an as
application

communicates to the CodeMeter server to request the relevant decryption key to reveal the real
application’s binary before starting to execute it in memory. The entire communication is
16-byte header
performed via TCP port 22350 with CodeMeter’s proprietary protocol.
• Magic: “samc”

• DWORD:The
payload
size is consist of 16-byte header and then an encrypted payload as follows:
protocol
• WORD (0x41)
● 16-byte header

○ Magic: “samc”
○ DWORD: payload size
• WORD (0x00)
○ WORD (0x41)
Encrypted payload
○ DWORD (0x01)
○ WORD (0x00)
● Encrypted payload
• DWORD (0x01)

CodeMeter internal protocol with encrypted payload

CodeMeter internal protocol with encrypted payload

At first glance, we thought a hard-coded key was used because we didn’t observe a key
exchange. The client and the server immediately started to communicate once the server was
up and running. However, when we started to dig in the assembly, we quickly realized what’s
going on. There is a mutual shared seed that is known both to the server and client. This mutual
seed is the Boot Time: the number of milliseconds that have elapsed since the system was
started. This can be retrieved using the WinAPI function: GetTickCount.
Copyright © 2020 Claroty Ltd. All rights reserved
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CodeMeter internal protocol with encrypted payload
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a mutual shared seed that is known both to the server and client. This mutual
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seed is the Boot Time: the number of milliseconds that have elapsed since the system was
started. This can be retrieved using the WinAPI function: GetTickCount.

MSDN GetTickCount API

Since the client (protected software) and server (CodeMeter) are located on the same machine, it is possible to use the
boot time as a shared seed to derive the actual key. It’s also a good candidate because it constantly changes. However, how
can the client and server obtain the exact same number of milliseconds? They are not calling GetTickCount at the exact
same time, and by the time the message is sent and received in the server at least a few milliseconds have passed..

Breaking the Key
The solution that CodeMeter developers chose to implement is twofold: first, the number of milliseconds is divided by 1000,
and, as a second counter-measure, a small brute-force occurs which means the seed starts a few seconds before and after
so even if a significant delay occurred, the client and server will overcome this lag easily. In order to verify that the correct
key was selected, to the plain message is attached a small CRC-32 4-byte check. Therefore, when the client or server
succeeds to decrypt the message and the CRC is correct, they know the correct key was selected.
Armed with this information, we were thinking we could remotely communicate with the server and bruteforce the key
externally. However GetTickCount returns a DWORD which means there are 4,294,967,295 options and we need to try each
remotely. This would have taken forever, even after the division of 1000 we are still left with ~4 million possibilities, and with
each attempt, the key changes.
Our solution to this problem was elegant. We will send a single packet and receive an encrypted “error” message from the
server. We will brute-force the packet at home just like the server is doing, trying to decrypt using various keys until the
CRC is correct. Once we have found the correct Boot Time (key), we will use it for further communication (plus the time
elapsed), and start our next brute force attempt much closer to the actual current boot time. By doing so we improved our
brute force attack from hours/days to a few seconds; We reached ~100k attempts per second, so the worst case is about
a minute.
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Now that we were able to decrypt the payload we finally analyzed the inner workings of the CodeMeter protocol. The
requests and responses are slightly different as the client also provides some sort of token handle with each request. But
overall the structure is pretty much the same.

CodeMeter inner protocol structure

CodeMeter inner protocol structure

CodeMeter inner protocol structure

Building
ourCodeMeter
CodeMeter
Client
Building our
Client
And here is what command 0x0A (Delete License) looks like after the decryption process. We

our CodeMeter
ClientLicense) looks like after the decryption process. We can clearly see the serial
And hereBuilding
is what command
0x0A (Delete
can clearly see the serial transferred as an argument for the command. After sending this
transferred
ashere
an argument
for the command.
After
sending
this command,
server
delete the
license We
with serial
And
is what
(Delete
License)
looks128-12345.
likethe
after
the will
decryption
process.
command,
the server
willcommand
delete the0x0A
license
with serial
number
number 128-12345.
can clearly see the serial transferred as an argument for the command. After sending this
command, the server will delete the license with serial number 128-12345.

Now we were fully capable of building our own CodeMeter API. We simply wrote
everything in a nice Python script and used some reverse-engineering to understand
Now
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capable of building our own CodeMeter API. We simply wrote
what are
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available
commands.
everything in a nice Python script and used some reverse-engineering to understand
Now we were fully
capable
of building
ourcommands.
own CodeMeter API. We simply wrote everything in a nice Python script and used
what
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some reverse-engineering to understand what are the available commands.
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Our own of
implementation
of CodeMeter
with allcommands
the available commands
Our own implementation
CodeMeter API
with all theAPI
available
Our own implementation of CodeMeter API with all the available commands
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example below), importing license, read information from the secured vault, and much more.
were granted the ability to do what we wanted. For example, deleting licenses remotely (see
example below), importing license, read information from the secured vault, and much more.

Demo of our CodeMeter API client in action. In this demo we are remotely deleting all the licenses of a
remote machine
Demo of our CodeMeter API client in action. In this demo we are remotely deleting all the licenses of a
Demo of our CodeMeter API client in action. In this demo we are remotely deleting all the licenses of a
remote machine

remote machine
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corruption bugs (buffer overflows, OOB), we decided to automate the entire process and so we created our own CodeMeter
server fuzzer.
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To accelerate the process, we patched the CodeMeter server binary to use a hard-coded key 0, so it won’t need to semi
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useful as our fuzzing speed increased dramatically (5x) and we could find even more bugs.

Demo of our CodeMeter API client in action. In this demo we are triggering remotely CVE-2020-14509 (OOB)

Demo of our CodeMeter API client in action. In this demo we are triggering remotely CVE-2020-14509
(OOB)

Conclusion

In our research, we began by investigating CodeMeter’s different API interfaces. We found a
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With a reliable payload intact, we set our eyes on a better CodeMeter API interface we could take advantage of to inject a
maliciousWith
license
file on demand.
server
localon
clients
only CodeMeter
to connect toAPI
it with
a local we
nonce,
but how secure
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take advantage of to inject a malicious license file on demand. The server intends for local
API requests and parse their responses. We developed this into a CodeMeter API in Python that we could execute remotely,
clients only to connect to it with a local nonce, but how secure is it? With some research into its
no authentication required, to connect to the CodeMeter server and load our custom licenses as we pleased. By leveraging
communication we found a way to crack the seed of the encryption key to create proper API
our new API capabilities we were able to find additional memory corruption bugs and eventually reach pre-auth remote code
execution and consequently, we now had CodeMeter in our command.
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VULNERABILITIES
CVE-2020-14509
BUFFER ACCESS WITH INCORRECT LENGTH VALUE (CWE-805)
Multiple memory corruption vulnerabilities exist where the packet parser mechanism does not verify length fields. An
attacker could send specially crafted packets to exploit these vulnerabilities. A CVSS v3 base score of 10.0 has been
calculated; the CVSS vector string is (AV:N/AC:L/PR:N/UI:N/S:C/C:H/I:H/A:H).

CVE-2020-14517
INADEQUATE ENCRYPTION STRENGTH (CWE-326)
Protocol encryption can be easily broken and the server accepts external connections, which may allow an attacker to
remotely communicate with the CodeMeter API. A CVSS v3 base score of 9.4 has been calculated; the CVSS vector string is
(AV:N/AC:L/PR:N/UI:N/S:U/C:L/I:H/A:H).

CVE-2020-14519
ORIGIN VALIDATION ERROR (CWE-346)
This vulnerability allows an attacker to use the internal WebSockets API via a specifically crafted Javascript payload, which
may allow alteration or creation of license files for CmActLicense using CmActLicense Firm Code when combined with CVE2020-14515. A CVSS v3 base score of 8.1 has been calculated; the CVSS vector string is (AV:N/AC:L/PR:N/UI:R/S:U/C:N/
I:H/A:H).

CVE-2020-14513
IMPROPER INPUT VALIDATION (CWE-20)
CodeMeter and the software using it may crash while processing a specifically crafted license file due to unverified length
fields. A CVSS v3 base score of 7.5 has been calculated; the CVSS vector string is (AV:N/AC:L/PR:N/UI:N/S:U/C:N/I:N/A:H).

CVE-2020-14515
IMPROPER VERIFICATION OF CRYPTOGRAPHIC SIGNATURE (CWE-347)
There is an issue in the license-file signature checking mechanism, which allows attackers to build arbitrary license files,
including forging a valid license file as if it were a valid license file of an existing vendor. Only CmActLicense update files
with CmActLicense Firm Code are affected. A CVSS v3 base score of 7.4 has been calculated; the CVSS vector string is
(AV:L/AC:H/PR:N/UI:R/S:C/C:N/I:H/A:H).

CVE-2020-16233
IMPROPER RESOURCE SHUTDOWN OR RELEASE (CWE-404)
An attacker could send a specially crafted packet that could have the server send back packets containing data from the
heap. A CVSS v3 base score of 7.5 has been calculated; the CVSS vector string is (AV:N/AC:L/PR:N/UI:N/S:U/C:H/I:N/A:N)
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All versions prior to 7.10 are affected by CVE-2020-14509 and CVE-2020-16233.
All versions prior to 7.00 are affected by CVE-2020-14519, including Version 7.0 or newer with the affected WebSockets
API still enabled. This is especially relevant for systems or devices where a web browser is used to access a web server.
All versions prior to 6.81 are affected by CVE-2020-14513.
All versions prior to 6.90 are affected by CVE-2020-14517, including Version 6.90 or newer only if CodeMeter Runtime is
running as a server.
All versions prior to 6.90 are affected by CVE-2020-14515 when using CmActLicense update files with CmActLicense
Firm Code. This license manager is used in products by many different vendors.
As new instances are discovered/reported, they will be added to this list of affected products.

TIMELINE
Dec 21, 2019 - CodeMeter v6.80 is released.
Feb 20, 2019 - Claroty discloses to Wibu license related vulnerabilities.
Feb 21, 2019 - Claroty provides to Wibu more information including PoCs.
Apr 05, 2019 - CodeMeter v6.81 is released, some of the issues are fixed.
Apr 15, 2019 - Claroty discloses to Wibu CodeMeter protocol vulnerabilities.
Apr 15, 2019 - Claroty provides to Wibu more information including PoCs.
Aug 05, 2019 - CodeMeter v6.90 is released, some of the issues are fixed.
Dec 19, 2019 - CodeMeter v7.0 is released, some of the issues are fixed.
Aug 11, 2020 - CodeMeter v7.10 is released, all reported issues are fixed.
Sep 8, 2020 - ICS-CERT publishes an advisory.
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